Ethnicity

Objective: To learn to identify and understand the philosophical, intellectual, historical, and/or cultural experiences of historically oppressed and excluded racial minorities in the United States.

AS AM 1 - Introduction to Asian American History, 1850-Present
AS AM 2 - American Migration Since 1965: Asians and others in the United States
AS AM 3 - Asian American Personality and Identity
AS AM 4 - Introduction to Asian American Popular Culture
AS AM 5 - Introduction to Asian American Literature
AS AM 7 - Globalization, Gender, and Social Inequality in Asian America
AS AM 8 - Introduction to Asian American Gender and Sexuality
AS AM 9 - Asian American Third World Resistance
AS AM 71 - Introduction to Asian American Religions
AS AM 100AA - Chinese Americans
AS AM 100BB - Japanese Americans
AS AM 100CC - Filipino Americans
AS AM 100DD - Korean Americans
AS AM 100FF - South Asian Americans
AS AM 107 - Third World Social Movements
AS AM 109 - Gender and Labor in Transnational Asian America
AS AM 111 - Asian American Communities and Contemporary Issues
AS AM 113 - Asian Americans and the Long Civil Rights Movement
AS AM 118 - Asian Americans in Popular Culture
AS AM 119 - Asian Americans and Race Relations
AS AM 120 - Asian American Documentary
AS AM 121 - Asian American Autobiographies and Biographies
AS AM 124 - Comparative Ethnic American Literature
AS AM 127 - Asian American Film, Television, and Digital Media
AS AM 130 - Colonialism and Migration
AS AM 131 - Asian American Women's History
AS AM 136 - Asian American Families
AS AM 137 - Multiethnic Asian Americans
AS AM 138 - Asian American Sexualities
AS AM 140 - Theory & Production of Social Experience
AS AM 146 - Racialized Sexuality on Screen and Scene
AS AM 148 - Introduction to Video Production
AS AM 149 - Screenwriting
AS AM 154 - Race and Law in Early American History
AS AM 155 - Racial Segregation from the Civil War to the Civil Rights Movement
AS AM 156 - Race and Law in Modern America
AS AM 161 - Asian American Religions
AS AM 162 - Asian American Mental Health
AS AM 165 - Ethnographic Research Methods in Asian America